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LINK WRA? $ THE SLINKV! THE EPIC SESSIONS 
‘58-’61 

SUNDAZED 
SC 11098 
mono/stereo 

DIse l 
1. SLINKY 
2. MARYANN(ait.Laia>)* 
3. RIGHT TURN 
4. RAW-HIDE 
5. RAMBLE 
G. AIN’T THAT LOVIN’YOU BABY 
7. CAROLINE 
8. STUDIO BLUES 
9. WALKIN’WITH LINK 
10. DIXIE-DOODLE 
11. RADAR 
12. OH BABE BEMINE(idi.ialisr 
13. LILLIAN 
14. COMANCHE 
15. DANCE CONTEST 
16. GUITAR CHA-CHA 
17. RUMBLE MAMBO 
18. EL TORO 
19. COMANCHE CilsiiiQ)* 
20. RIGHT TURN 
21. LILLIAN Celt tales}* 
22. KIKI* 
23. MOONLIGHT LOVE* 

Disc 2^^: 
1. HANDCLAPPER 
2. MARY ANN 
3. GOLDEN STRINGS 
4. NEW STUDIO BLUES 
5. RENDEZVOUS 
6. TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE 
7. RAMBLE (alt talcal* 
8. SLINKY (i^t taka}* 
9. WALKIN’ WITH LINK Calttal^}* 
10. YOUNG AND IN LOVECitea}* 
11. STUPID PONY (The Ponies) 

12. GOOSE BUMPS (Doug Wray) 

13. SCHOOL GIRL (Doug Wray) 

14. NIGHT LIFE (Bert G Ray) 

15. SLOW DRAG (Bert G Ray) 

16. NEW STUDIO BLUES (alt lakal* 
17. GOLDEN STRINGS Cileaio}* 
18. AIN’T THAT LOVIN’YOU BABYi 
19. IF THIS IS WRONG* 
20. OH BABE BE MINE 
21. RADAR (aft. lake}* 
22. TIJUANA 
23. TENDERLY* 

Original recordings produced by Chuck Sagte, 
Sol Rubinowitz, and Ray Vernon. 

Mixed and mastered by Bob Irwin at 
Sundazed Studios, Coxsackie, NY. 

All tracks mono except for disc 1, cuts 11-23 
and disc 2, cuts 19-23. 
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ry this at your next cocktail party or company kegger. Walk up to some¬ 
one and soy "link." If they start talking about hypertext, RAM and the 

World Wide Web, they're a computer geek. Move to the other side of the 
room. If, however, they start mumbling semi-intelligible, seemingly 

[ unconnected bursts such as "rumble," "rawhide," "Jack the Ripper," 

"handclapper" and "growling guts," congratulations. You've said the 

secret password and entered the Wonderful World of Link Wray—a world 

where attitude is everything and volumes can be said (and understood) 
with just an electric guitar and a few basic chords. 

You see, once upon a time, when rock & roll was still young and new, 

instrumentals ruled the roost. In fact, between Elvis getting the G.l. 

blues in 1958 and the dawn of the British Invasion in '64, instrumen¬ 

tals were arguably the most vital sounds blasting over rock radio. 

There were saxophone hits by the Champs ("Tequila") and the 

Viscounts ("Harlem Nocturne"). There were organ hits by Dave 

"Baby" Cortez ("Happy Organ") and Johnny & The Hurricanes ("Red 

River Rock"), as well as piano hits by the Wallers ("Tall Cool One") 

and B. Bumble & The Stingers ("Nut Rocker"). Even drum hits by 

Sandy Nelson ("Teen Beat") and Cozy Cole ("Topsy, Part H"). 

But most of all there were electric guitars, brandished by artists 

such as Duane Eddy, the Fireballs, the Ventures, Santo & Johnny, 

England's Shadows, Dick Dale and his surf disciples, and Lonnie 

Mack. And at the forefront of oil this six-string commotion, 

I "Rumble"-ing while Duane Eddy was "Moovin' N' Groovin'," was 

Link Wray, one of the most influential figures in rock history. 

I However, to read most accounts of rock history today, 

I one would think the instrumental era never happened. It's 

I as though that integral chapter was torn out of the history 

I books, its segment left on the editing room floor by the 

I video documentaries. How's this for a sorry statistic? Since 

I its inception in 1986, the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame has 

inducted some 120 acts—Duane Eddy and Booker T. & The MG's being 

the only instrumentalists. 
By the time "the music died," supposedly, with the deaths of Buddy 

Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper in 1959, the music industry bad 

discovered that, passing fad or not, there was big money to be made in 

the rock game. Teen idols were soon fabricated; doo-wop began to fade 

and girl groups came into vogue; severely diluted rockabilly jostled for 

airtime with novelty hits; and the clean-cut Folk Boom reared its 

"Jimmy Cracked Corn and I Don't Care" head. Dance crazes changed 

as quickly as women's hemlines, with the Twist giving way to the 
Pony, which was replaced by the Mashed Potato, which was unseat¬ 

ed by the Watusi—reinforcing the notion that all this rock & roll 

nonsense was just a fad. 

But by this time more and more teenagers were forming 

their own garage combos, and more and more guitar companies 

were coming out with flashy electric models aimed at this new 

market. The universal language spoken by these combos was 

the instrumental—which I would argue was the purest form 

of rock & roll being played during the period. Not that it 

wasn't above corruption. I have a vinyl oddity from 1963 

(on RCA, no less) by "The Wild Voices of the Marty Cooper 

Clan," featuring vocal versions of instrumental hits. It's 

terrible, of course, but at least it indicates how popular 

instro rock had become. 

The bondwagon that Mr. Cooper was trying to jump 

onto was chopped, lowered and gassed up by Duane 

Eddy and Link Wray. The two were almost opposite ends 

of the rock guitar spectrum—Duane becoming the 

only matinee idol of the instrumental era, launching a 

new hit onto the charts every other month between 

early 1958 and late 1963; Link representing the 

lunatic fringe that churches and PTA's 
warned parents about. But the qualities 
that have made both such formidable and 
enduring influences are the same. Their 
songs were simple yet evocative; as stylists, 

they were true originals; and their music is 

timeless—as fresh sounding today as it was 

forty years ago. 
Both seemed to know that the less compli¬ 

cated a song, the more memorable it was. It 
also didn't hurt if the aforementioned garage 

combos could copy It. And for sheer simplicity, 

things don't get much more basic than "Rumble," 

the Linkster's first hit, which pulsated its way up 

to #16 on Billboard in the spring of '58. Here was 

a song that was so downright simple—consisting 

almost entirely of four open-position chords—that 

anyone with a guitar and a Mel Bay instructional 

book could learn it. 

Allow me to illustrate. Make an open D chord— 

just look in any beginning guitar book and follow the 

dots. Now, for an extra helping of grease, lift your mid¬ 

dle finger off the high E string, keeping the other two 

fingers pressed down. Get a medium-tempo triplet count 

going in your head: ONE-two-three, TWO-two-three, 

THREE-two-three, FOUR-two-three. When it feels right, go 

ONE-two-three, TWO-two-three, D, D, feeeeeeee—as 

hard as you can. Don't "strum" the chords; thrash them, 

pummel them, beat them senseless, but don't strum them. 

The Kingston Trio strummed; Bob Dylan strums; Link Wray 

does not strum. 



You've just learned the opening of "Rumble." Throw in an A chord, 
a B7 and a pentatonic blues scale (cycling through the 12-bar blues 
changes), and you've pretty much got the whole song knocked. As a 
matter of fact, add a new chord, play them in the reverse order, then 
inside out, then sped up—^which is what Link would do—and you've 
got four more songs. 

Which is not to minimize or trivialize Link's seminal contribution. 

It's one thing to read a book, quite another to write one. The pioneers 

of rock & roll were creating a genre that was still forming; they were 

out racing the hotrod before the paint had dried. And one of the 

beauties of the pre-video age was that the same song could mean a 

thousand different things to a thousand different listeners—each 

envisioning their own little screenploy that the song conjured up. 

Instrumentals were especially evocative, in this respect, because, 

with no singer telling a story, what sounded like makeout music to 

one person could evoke a gang fight to another. 

^ ^ ^ Various birthdates have been given for Frederic Lincoln 

Wray, Jr., but the consensus seems to be that he was 

born in 1929 or 1930 in North Carolina. (That's right, 

Einsteins, that makes him roughly 72 today, and he's still very 

alive and kicking ass.) He and his brothers (the family was 

part Shawnee Indian) gravitated towards country music, and 

with brothers Doug and Vernon (or "Lucky"), he formed Lucky 

Wray & The Lazy Pine Wranglers in the mid '50s. They even¬ 

tually changed their name to Lucky Wray & The Palomino 

Ranch Hands, moved to Washington, D.C., and recorded for 
the Starday label. 

When country and blues' bastard son, rock & roll, was 

still taking its baby steps, it was obviously an easy adjust¬ 

ment for Link. He improvised "Rumble," inno¬ 
cently enough, playing a record hop in 
Fredericksburg, Virginia. "They wanted me to 
play a stroll," he once explained. "I didn't 

know any, so they said, 'Make one up.' I made 
up 'Rumble.'" 

With pencil holes purposely poked in his speak¬ 

er cones for distortion and his Premier amp's 

tremolo cranked and sped up at the song's end, the 

throbbing instrumental was alarming enough to be 

banned by many radio stations. (Think about that: a 

wordless guitar instrumental deemed too dangerous 
for America's youth.) 

But the song was already a classic—covered 

over the decades by garage combos like the 

Trashmen and the Rockin' Rebels; surf bands such as 

the Surfaris, the Lively Ones and Ritchie Allen & The 

Pacific Surfers; studio greats Hal Blaine and Jack 

Nitzsche; and even instrumental kingpins Duane Eddy 

and the Ventures (an early-'70s edition of the group 

featuring blues great Harvey Mandel on lead). Ry 

Cooder played it in the soundtrack to 1984's Streets Of 

Fire, and Cub Koda's stadium boogie-meisters 
Brownsville Station recorded it, as did surf king Dick Dale 
not long ago. 

Wray's follow-up hit "Raw-Hide" was covered by the 

Fireballs, the Ventures and others, and "Jack The Ripper" 

found its way to the unforgettable "Yo quiero Taco Bell" 
ad campaign. 

Surf/instro revival bands like Los Straitjackets, the 

Milkshakes, the Cramps, Man... or Astro Man, and Southern 

Culture On The Skids all looked to Link for inspiration and 

i 

i 

material. And Link Wray has become the 
unlikely darling of the film score, his catalog 
providing a bevvy of tunes for films such as 
Breathless, Pink Flamingos, 12 Monkeys, 

Independence Day, This Boy's Life and Blow. 

While they don't appear on the soundtrack CD, 

"Rumble" and "Ace of Spades" can be heard in the 

Jack Rabbit Slim scene from Pulp Fiction. And direc¬ 

tor Robert Rodriguez is perhaps the cinema's most 

ardent Linkophile, using "Jack the Ripper" in 

Desperado and no less than four Wray numbers in 

Road Racers. 

Why all the Linkmania? Again, his songs are simple 

but evocative, truly original, and obviously timeless. 

The songs included in this deluxe double-whammy 

were recorded between late 1958 and er''** 

he was signed to Epic in the wake of 

nucleus of the band, known as Link Wrc 

Men (or Ray-Men), was Link on lead auiti 

al vocals, brother Doug on drums, 

and sometimes brother Vernon (wh 

to Vernon Ray for a solo career) on 

"S; linky," the instrumental that opens the show 

I and gives this double whammy its title, pro¬ 

vides ample illustration of the Link formula. 

It's simple, straight-forward, but oh so cool—with what 

Cub Koda termed the "scramble" chorus, similar to 

"Rumble," thrown in. The alternate take of Ray Charles' 

"Mary Ann" shows that Link was as uninhibited a vocalist as 



he was a guitarist, and here he departs 
from his chord crunching and cuts loose 
with a single-note solo. 

After a garaged-up (or -down) take¬ 
off of Duane Eddy called "Right Turn," we 

get to Link's second chart hit, "Raw-Hide." 

With a beat to accomodate any and all 
rock & roll dances and Link driving that riff 

into your subconscious like a bayonet while 

brother Vern hammers the ivories a la Little 

Richard, it's no wonder it rode to #23 on the 

Billboard chart in 1959. "Ramble" was a 

"Rumble" clone in the stroll mode, this time 

based on a four-chord riff that cycles through 

the 12-bar blues changes. The scramble solo is 

virtually identical to "Rumble"'s—a high E 

chord attacked until Link mercifully returns to 

ihe chord sequence. 

The rock & roll stereotype is of a lowdown 

lack blues tune being sanitized and toned down 

y a white artist. But Link turns that notion on its 

sad with his more-primitive-than-the-original 

irsion of Jimmy Reed's "Ain't That Lovin' You 

by." And that's some pretty good hyperventilat- 

I for a guy with only one lung. (Oh, did I mention 

t Link lost a lung to tuberculosis while serving in 

Korean War?) 

"Caroline" and "Studio Blues" are two more 

r-esque attempts, complete with yakety sax in the 

s Douglas mold. According to Ellwood Brown, a 

ime friend of Link's who played bass with the 

Aen from the mid '60s to 1970, the sax player 

1 



was probably "Swilchy," whose last name was never known. 
Both cool tunes, although not distinctively Link. But "Walkin' 

With Link" is unmistakably the Wray man. If you've ever 
wondered what an electric guitar being choked sounds like, 

here's your answer. And the only guitar star Link copies here 

is his had self—with two choruses of vibrato-cranked 

"Rumble" at the end. 

For some reason "Dixie" and "Yankee Doodle" have 

always been guitar staples, often played together. Chet 

Atkins' trick was to play the two simultaneously. Link, instead, 

alternates the melodies back and forth, throws in some rebel 

yells, ond extracts some icepick-toned squeals from his six- 
string just before the fade chorus. 

Another vocal tune, "Oh Babe Be Mine," shows how Link 

would woo a young lady. It'd be Interesting to see just what 

kind of girl this sort of wooing succeeded with. But Link's sen¬ 

sitive (rather than sensual) side is highlighted on the instru¬ 

mental "Lillian," named after his mother. Yes, Link can play 

pretty for the people—complete with little guitar-as-harp 

chimes at the end. 

As its title suggests, "Comanche" is a pow-wow of Indian 

drums and screeching guitar. To hear a less "ethnic specific" 

version, with no war-dance whoops, check out the song's orig¬ 

inal demo (track 19). "Dance Contest" is a teenage sock hop 

boogie, while "Guitar Cha-Cha" sounds suitable for cha-cha or 

belly dancing. 

Oddly enough, "Rumble Mambo" bears no resemblance to 

"Rumble," in melody or mood; however, it does feature some 

first-rate sax. "El Toro" (essentially "Guitar Cha-Cha, Phase 

H") is an odd mixture of flamenco chords, marching drums, 

what sounds like bullfight trumpets fed through a Farfisa 

organ, and Link on Danelectro 6-string bass. 

We close out Disc 1 with some more alternate 
takes, demos, and unissued tunes. It's hard to say 
which rendition of "Right Turn" is gnarlier, but this time 

it's in stereo. "Lillian'"s original take has a more spon¬ 
taneous, tighter feel. 

On to Disc 2. "New Studio Blues" is essentially a 

nastier take on "Studio Blues." This time Link straps 

on a 6-string bass, and there is no sax. The unissued 

alternate take a few tracks later is a tad slower, but it's 

a coin toss as to which is more lowdown. 

"Rendezvous," named after a D.C. club Link 

played, is one of those trick-the-dancers numbers 

that shifts from easy-listening piano to rockin' guitar, 

chorus after chorus. 

The outtake of the distorted "Walkin' With Link" serves 

up an extra helping of guitar soloing at its meanest. 

"Stupid Pony" by the Ponies (or is it the other way 

around?) was the Ray-Men in disguise, on the flipside of 

a single backing "The Kid," Rayman Bobby Howard, later 

of the British Walker Brothers. 

Side A of brother Doug Wray's single, "Goosebumps," 

features an uncanny pre-"Wipe Out" cackle, and sounds 
amazingly like one of Mad Magazine's rock parodies. Side 

B reveals that Doug was more than a passoble rockabilly- 
styled singer. 

Bert & Ray's "Night Life," featuring Scearce on steel 

and "Bert" (Link) on guitar, is a clone of Sill Doggett's hit 

"Honky Tonk." And a darn good one. Its flip, "Slow Drag," 

finds the duo trading solos over a slow, triplet feel. 

Check out the demo of "Golden Strings" and picture a 

near-empty high school auditorium, its balloon decorations 

by now lying on the floor. Two couples dance awkwardly— 

the boys' bowties askew, the girls' beehives leaning precariously. A girl sits 
alone mindlessly stirring her Shirley Temple while her date is in the bath¬ 
room throwing up the beer he chugged earlier. 

Next comes another maniacal version of "Ain't That Lovin' You Baby," 

and Link delivers, with another crazed solo to rival Ike Turner or Johnny 
"Guitar" Watson in the attitude department. 

When the engineer says "If This Is Wrong, take 3," Link points out 
that "Rumble" was a third take as well. However, a vocal that must have 

had the V.U. meters seeing red kept it from being released. 

"Tijuana" borrows shamelessly from the Champs' "Tequila," but 

features a flute in place of the growling saxophone. And the cur¬ 

tain comes down with one of my favorite gems of this treasure 

chest, an instrumental version of the Walter Gross/Jack Lawrence 

standard "Tenderly." Link shows a great deal of respect for the 

ballad ("The evening breeze/Caressed the trees/Tenderly") but 

manages to tenderize it, just a little, 
as only Link could. 

As previously mentioned. Link Wray is 
still very much active. If he comes to your 
town, I highly recommend picking up some 
earplugs and bracing yourself for a night of 

true rock & roll—raw, loud and passionate 

(the way God intended it). Because if you're 

thinking it'll be a hoot to see this cute septu¬ 
agenarian still try to rock out, then you don't 

know ... Link. 
- Teisco Del Rey 

Guitar instrumentalist/fournalist Del Rey cavers Link's "Steel 
Trap" on his Upstart CD Teisco Del Rey Plays Music For Lovers. 



4DISC aNE4 
dSlinkv 

(M.Grant-L.Wray) 2:29 
recorded September 15, 1959 
matrix: CO 63731 
master - take 5 
release: Epic single 5-9343 
andLPLN 3661 

9)MnRV Ann 
(RayCharfes) 2:38 
recorded February 3,1960 
matrix: CO 64383 
early version * take 2 
previously unissued 

3) Right Turn 
(M.Grant-L.Wray} 1:43 
recorded March 20, 1959 
matrix: CO 62273 
master - take 5 

release: Epic LP LN 3661 

•I) Raw-Hide 
(M.Grant-L.Wray) 2:05 
recorded December, 1958 
matrix: CO 61872 
master - take unknown 
release: Epic single 5-9300 
andLPLN 3661 

5) Ramble 
(M.Grant-L.Wray) 2:14 
recorded September 16, 1959 

matrix: CO 63734 
master - take 7 
release: Epic LP LN 3661 

6) Ain’t That 
Lovin' Vou Babv 
(Jimmy Reed) 2:45 
recorded June 13, 1960 
matrix: CO 64939 
master - take 3 
release: Epic single 5-9419 

7) Caroline 
(M.Grant-L.Wray) 2:26 
recorded September 15, 1959 
matrix: CO 63730 
master - take 4 
release: Epic LP LN 3661 

8) Studio Blues 
(Carl Stevens) 2:02 
recorded September 15, 1959 
matrix: CO 63732 
master - take 12 
release: Epic LP LN 3661 

I) Walkin’ 
With Link 
(Link Wray) 3:09 
recorded June 13, 1960 
matrix: CO 64937 
master - take 7 
release: Epic/Legacy EK 47904 

ID) Dixie-Doodle 
(M.Gront-L.Wray) 2:07 
recorded December, 1958 
matrix: CO 61871 
master - take unknown 
release: Epic single 5-9300 
and LPLN 3661 

II) Radar 
(M.Grant-LWray) 2:13 
recorded February 25, 1959 
matrix: CO 62341 - stereo 
master - take 9 
release: Epic LP LN 3661 

ID) Dh Babe Be Mine 
(M.Grant-L.Wray) 2:06 
recorded February 25, 1959 
matrix: CO 62338 - stereo 
alternate - take 2 
previously unissued 

13) Lillian 
(M.Grant-L.Wray) 1:50 
recorded March 20, 1959 
matrix: CO 62272 - stereo 
master - take 4 
release: Epic single 5-9321 
and LP LN 3661 

I'D Comanche 
(M.Grant-LWray) 2:02 
recorded March 20, 1959 
matrix: CO 62271 - stereo 
master - take 4 
release: Epic single 5-9321 
andLPLN 3661 

15) Dance Contest 
(M.Grant-L.Wray) 1:53 
recorded March 20, 1959 
matrix: CO 62443 - stereo 
master - take 7 
release: Epic/Legacy EK 47904 

16) Guitar Cha-Cha 
(M.Grant-LWray) 1:55 
recorded March 20, 1959 
matrix: CO 62444 - stereo 
master - take 5 
release: Epic/Legacy EK 47904 

17) Rumble Mambo 
(Link Wray) 2:39 
recorded March 23, 1961 
matrix: CO 66524 - stereo 

master - take 6 * 
release: Okeh single 4-7166 

18) El Toro 
(Link Wray) 2:31 
recorded March 23, 1961 
matrix: CO 66525 - stereo 
master - take 12 * 
release: Epic single 5-9454 

iq) Comanche 
(M.GranR.Wray) 1:56 
recorded February 25, 1959 
matrix: CO 62340 - stereo 
demo' take 5 
previously unissued 

5o)Right Turn 
(M.Grant-L.Wray) 2:04 
recorded March 20, 1959 

matrix: CO 62273 * stereo 
alternote - take 2 
previously unissued 

91) Lillian 
(L.Wray -M.Grant) 2:48 
recorded March 20, 1959 
matrix: CO 62272 - stereo 
alternate - take 2 
previously unissued 

99)KIKI 
(Hector Rivera) 2:00 
recorded March 23, 1961 
matrix: CO 66527 - stereo 
master - take 10 * 
previously unissued 

93) Moonlight Love 
(P.Mitchell-S.Domenico) 2:10 
recorded January 28, 1960 
matrix: CO 64693 - stereo 
master - take 5 
previously unissued 

4DISC TWO4 
I) Handclapper 

(M.Grant-LWray) 2:19 
recorded September 15, 1959 
matrix: CO 63729 
master - take 9 
release: Epic LP LN 3661 

9)Mrrv Ann 
(Ray Charles) 2:20 
recorded June 13, 1960 
matrix: CO 64938 
remake master - take 2 
release: Epic single 5-9419 

3) Golden Gtrings 
(silSED mu THE CHM etude) 
(M.Grant-LWray) 2:44 
recorded February 3, 1960 
matrix: CO 64382 
master - take 3 
release: Epic single 5-9361 

q) New Studio Blues 
(Carl Stevens) 2:13 
recorded June 13, 1960 
matrix: CO 64936 
master - take 9 
release: Epic/Legacy EK47904 

s) Rendezvous 
(Carl Stevens) 1:53 
recorded September 16, 1959 
matrix: CO 63733 
master * take 29 
release' Epic single 5-9343 and 
LPLN 3661 

6) Trail Of The 
Lonesome Pine 
(B.MacDonald-H.Carroll) 2:33 
recorded February 3, 1960 
matrix: CO 64381 
master - take 6 
release: Epic single 5-9361 

7) Ramble 
(M.Grant-LWray, Sr.) 2:37 
recorded September 16, 1959 
matrix: CO 63734 
alternate - take 4 
previously unissued 

8) Slinkv 
(M.Grant-L.Wray, Sr.) 2:29 
recorded September 15, 1959 
matrix: CO 63731 

alternate - take 2 
previously unissued 

q) Walkin’ 
With Link 
(Link Wray) 3:02 
recorded June 13, 1960 
matrix: CO 64937 
alternate - take 5 
previously unissued 

ID) VouNG And In Love 
(Link Wray) 3:15 
recorded June 13, 1960 
matrix: unassigned 
demo - take 1 
previously unissued 

II) Stupid Ponv 
(The Ponies) 
(L.Wray-M.Cooper) 2:19 
recorded 1960 
matrix: CO 65564 
master - take unknown * * 

release: Okeh single 4-7139 

19) Goose Bumps 
(Doug Wmu) 
(M.Grant-L.Wray) 2:03 
recorded March, 1959 
matrix: CO 634590 
master - take unknown * * 
release: Epic single 5-9322 

13) School Girl 
(Doug Whou) 
(LWray-M.Grant) 2:26 
recorded March, 1959 
matrix: CO 63460 
master - take unknown * * 
release: Epic single 5-9322 

iq) Night Life 
(Bert 4 Rou) 
(M.Cooper-LWray) 2:09 
recorded 1960 
matrix: CO 62923 
master - take unknown * * 
release: Alpine single AE 51 

15) Slow Drag 
(Bert 4 Rnu) 
(R.Scearce-LWray) 2:29 
recorded 1960 
matrix: CO 62922 
master - take unknown * * 
release: Alpine single AE 51 

16) New Studio Blues 
(Carl Stevens) 2:14 
recorded June 13, 1960 
matrix: CO 64936 
alternate - take 3 
previously unissued 

17) Golden Strings 
(sDSEo w D Chopin Etude) 
(M.Grant-L.Wroyl 3:07 
recorded February 3, 1960 
matrix: CO 64382 
demo - take 1: 
previously unissued 

18) Ain’t That 
Lovin’ Vou 
(Jimmy Reed) 2:55 
recorded June 13, 1960 
matrix: CO 64939 
alternate - take 1 
previously unissued 

iq) If This Is Wrong 
(Link Wray) 2:01 
recorded February 25, 1959 
matrix: CO 62339 - stereo 

master - take 3 
previously unissued 

9o)Gh Babe Be 
(M.Grant-LWray) 2:28 
recorded February 25, 1959 
matrix: CO 62338 - stereo 
master - take 4 
release: Epic/Legacy EK 47904 

For a copy of the Sundazed catalog, information on our mail order service and 
newsletter updates, please write to: 
Sundazed Music, P.O. Box 85, Coxsackie, NY 12051 

www.sundazed.com 

91) Radar 
(M.Grant-LWray) 2:19 
recorded February 25, 1959 
matrix: CO 62341 - stereo 
alternate - take 3 
previously unissued 

99)T| JUANA 
(Hector Rivera) 2:34 
recorded March 23, 1961 
matrix: CO 66526 - stereo 
master - take 14 
release: Epic single 5-9454 

93)TENDERLV 
(W.Gross-J.Lawrence) 2:03 
recarded March 20, 1959 
matrix: CO 62273 - stereo 
master - take 4 
previously unissued 

Original recordings produced by 
Chuck Sagle except (*) produced by 
Sol Rubinowitz, and (* *) produced by 
Ray Vernon. 

Produced for compact disc by Bob Irwin. 

Mixed and master«| by Bob Irwin at 
Sundazed Studios, Coxsackie, NY. 

Project managers: 
Tim Livingston and Efram Turchick 
ProductiwT coordinator: 
Stephanie Kennedy 
Design by Jeff Smith/Sundazed Music. 

Photos and graphics courtesy of Bob 
Westfall, Mike Jonn, The Sony Music 
Photo Library & the Sundazed Archive. 

Special thanks to Dan Forte, Isrry Adams, 
Vic Anesini, Greg Laxton, Jen Wyler, 
Stacey Boyle, Marc Kirkeby, Maggie 
Perrotta, Matt Kelly, Adam Block, 
Wendy Kaletcher, Steve Berkowitz, 
Jeff Jones, Harold Fein, Doug Wygal, 
Susan Breitel, Jeff James, Greg Comeau, 
Dan Rivard, and Jud Cost. 
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